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Storing imported healthcare waste at a healthcare facility without 

the benefit of an environmental permit in an emergency situation 

created by failure of a contracted waste collector  

The requirements  

This position only applies to: 

 Healthcare waste which cannot be suitably stored at the place of production.  

 Healthcare waste which would have been collected had the waste collector complied with contractual 
arrangements. 

 No waste can be stored for longer than is reasonably necessary. 

This position does not apply to any treatment of waste other than light compaction in sealed container 
skips to facilitate collection where the waste is destined for disposal to Energy from Waste plants or landfill.  

Conditions you must comply with include: 

 Storage areas must be secured to ensure that unauthorised access is prevented. 

 Waste must be stored on an impermeable surface and unless it is not reasonably practicable there 
should be a sealed drainage system or drainage only to foul sewer. 

 Waste can only be stored in containers that are appropriate for the waste type.  

 You must not stack pallets or eurocarts and you must allow access for inspection by environment 
agency officers at any time. 

 All containers must be labelled with the date of arrival on site; original producer details; type of waste 
including EWC code.  

 Anatomical waste stored for longer than 72 hours must be refrigerated. 

 You must keep and maintain records of waste accepted and removed from the site. 

 You must take all appropriate measures to ensure that the activity does not pose a risk of pollution or 
harm to human health. 

Enforcement  

An RPS means that the Environment Agency will not normally take enforcement action against you for not 
having a permit for a waste activity provided: 

 your activity meets the description set out in this RPS  

 you comply with the conditions set out in this RPS  

 your activity does not (and is not likely to) cause environmental pollution or harm human health 

 

This RPS will be withdrawn on the 31 March 2019. 

This regulatory position statement (RPS) applies to the intermediate storage and compaction of 
imported wastes from other healthcare facilities pending collection, in the event of an emergency 
situation arising due to a contracted waste management company failing to collect their waste as 
contracted to do. 
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This will give healthcare waste facilities time to put in place new contracts with healthcare waste 
management companies. After 31 March 2019, all intermediate storage areas should be removed and 
waste contractors should be in place to manage the waste appropriately.      
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